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Policy 2.4 Compensation and Benefits for UUA Staff
With respect to employment, compensation, and benefits for Association staff, the
President shall not cause or allow:
A. An unfair or inhumane benefit structure.
B. Conditions that jeopardize the fiscal integrity of the Association.
Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this enumeration, the President
shall not:
1. Promise permanent employment.
2. Set salaries at levels that are materially less than those paid by comparable
nonprofit organizations.
3. Provide less than a living wage to all employees.
4. Change benefits so as to cause imprudent or inequitable situations, including
those that:
A. Incur unfunded liabilities.
B. Provide less than a reasonable level of benefits to all employees.
C. Allow any employee to lose benefits already promised.
D. Differentiate among classes of employees.
Policy 2.4.A.: [T]he President shall not cause or allow: An unfair or inhumane benefit
structure.
Operational Definition: The UUA shall provide benefits for eligible staff, consistent
with the inclusive values of our faith. Benefit plans will not be defined to limit eligibility,
preclude participation, or limit UUA cost sharing or contribution based on race, color,
ability or disability, gender or gender identity, affectation or sexual orientation, age, or
national origin as qualifiers. Neither will eligibility be determined in such a way that staff
at higher grades receive benefits options that differ from those offered to staff at lower
grades or employee rank, except when specified by the Board of Trustees for officers of
the Association.
To promote fairness, in addition to allowing participation by regular full-time staff in the
benefits plans, regular part-time staff will also be eligible for participation, pro-rated as
appropriate. Where plan rules allow, eligibility will be set at 20 hours per week (1000
hours per year for the UUA Organizations Retirement Plan).
Domestic partner coverage for applicable group insurance plans will be offered. The
UUA will adjust (“gross up”) income such that, post-tax, employees covered under
domestic partnership agreements will be in the same position as similarly-situated
employees who elect healthcare benefits for their spouses.
Rationale: Much Federal and some state legislation prohibits benefits plan
discrimination based on protected categories, including race, color, ability/disability,
gender or gender identity, affectation or sexual orientation, age, or national origin.
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Benchmarks from the 2011 Kaiser Family Foundation Survey indicate that organizations
of 200 or more employees set benefits eligibility to allow for a 78% eligibility rate,
permitting participation by some, but not all, part-time staff. The UUA, in setting our
eligibility at 20 hours per week for staff, exceeds the national benchmark by setting
eligibility at 97% of staff.
Because the Internal Revenue Code treats the value of employer-provided healthcare
benefits for a same-sex marriage, civil union or domestic partnership as “imputed
income” (meaning that an employee who elects domestic partner benefits must pay
income tax on the value of those benefits in direct contrast to employees with differentsex spouses) and to address this inequity, the UUA adjusts income such that, post-tax,
these employees are in the same position as similarly-situated employees electing
healthcare benefits for their opposite-sex spouses.
Supporting Data:
No UUA benefit plan limits eligibility, participation or cost sharing or contribution based
on race, color, ability or disability, gender or gender identity, affectation or sexual
orientation, age, or national origin as qualifiers.
No UUA benefit plan determines eligibility, participation, cost sharing or contribution in
such a way that staff at higher grades receive benefits options that differ from those
offered to staff at lower grades.
No regular UUA employee who works at least 20 hours per week is excluded from the
UUA benefits plans.
100% of employees enrolled in the group insurance plans (health and dental insurances)
with domestic partner coverage receive the “gross up.”
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.B.: [T]he President shall not cause or allow: Conditions that jeopardize the
fiscal integrity of the Association.
Operational Definition: In regard to employment-, benefits- and compensation-related
matters, the UUA will observe all applicable Federal and state laws, will follow best
Human Resources practices, and will follow best practices in financial management and
oversight.
Rationale: The UUA engages legal counsel for employment matters and for the benefits
plans. Other best practices in Human Resources are suggested by the Society for Human
Resources Management. The UUA bases its accounting and control systems on the
Financial Accounting Standards Board Codification. Yearly audits of the will also
include the UUA benefits plans.
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See also, the concurrent Monitoring Report for Policy 2.8.
Supporting Data:
Government regulations concerning employment and benefits plans are extensive. As
such, written records of all personnel-, compensation-, and benefits-related actions are
kept for all employees. Personnel records are kept securely, and document hire, pay rate
and benefits changes, job changes, requests for leave (including Family and Medical
Leave Act [FMLA] requests) and accommodations under the American’s with
Disabilities Act (ADA). I-9 documentation (U.S. employment eligibility and identity) is
also kept securely and separately for all staff hired after November 6, 1986 and retained
per U.S. Department of Homeland Security retention policy. The annual HIRD report
was filed on February 9, 2011 with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to fulfill
mandated health plan coverage requirements. Reports on unemployment eligibility,
Social Security wages, etc. are provided by the Office of Human Resources upon request
of the various Federal and state agencies.
Reports of accidents and injuries are produced per Occupational Health and Safety
Administration (OSHA) regulations and reported to state agencies as necessary via our
worker’s compensation carrier.
Other required reporting includes the annual EEO-1, which was last filed on
October 24, 2011.
Required Federal and state workplace postings are displayed on bulletin boards
accessible to all staff at each of our office locations.
The UUA Health Plan, the UU Organizations Retirement Plan, and the Worker’s
Compensation plan are audited each year. The financial statements of the UUA for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 2011 were audited by Mayer, Hoffman, McCann P.C., Tofias
New England Division. In their November 3, 2011 report to the Board of Trustees, they
stated, “In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Association as of June 30, 2011 and 2010,
and the changes in its net assets and its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity
with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.”
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.1.: [T]he President shall not: Promise permanent employment.
Operational Definition: The UUA will not make promises or implications of permanent
or guaranteed employment by including language in hiring letters and in the Employee
Manual stating that employment is “at will,” “regular,” or “temporary,” and will avoid
using the term or references to “permanent” or “guaranteed” employment.
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The Employee Manual includes explicit language indicating that “[a]n employee may
terminate his or her employment at any time, and the UUA retains a similar right.” Hiring
letters will typically include the following language:
“As a condition of employment, please sign and date this letter below, and return
it to [Human Resources]. By accepting this offer, you will be an employee “at
will,” with no specified term of employment. This acceptance means that either
you or we may terminate employment, at any time….”
Rationale: The Society for Human Resources Management recommends, “In an effort to
avoid creating a contractual agreement, the [hire] letter should contain a statement that
the employment is at will. Eliminating verbiage regarding employment for a definite
period of time or making promises about future earnings or bonuses is a consistent way to
keep your [organization] out of the courts in the event that an employee files suit based
on language in the offer letter that implies an employment commitment between the
employer and the employee.”
Supporting Data:
With the exception of the UUA President, 100% of regular and temporary UUA staff
hired since July 1, 2009 have received hire letters or memoranda indicating that their
employment is “at will,” “regular,” or “temporary.”
100% of UUA employees receive Intranet links to and have access to the online or
printed UUA Employee Manual.
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.2.: [T]he President shall not: Set salaries at levels that are materially less than
those paid by comparable nonprofit organizations.
Operational Definition: Salaries and compensation for regular Association employees
will be benchmarked against market data gathered from salary surveys for comparable
work, organizations and geography, in addition to reflecting data based on broader
economic changes (e.g., cost of living). Salary ranges and staff compensation will be
reviewed at least annually.
Rationale: Salary ranges for UUA pay grades were reviewed and updated July 1, 2010
(and reviewed again with no changes on July 1, 2011) based on data from a variety of
regional and national sources, such as the Compdata Nonprofit Survey, the Nonprofit
Employment Trends Survey, Guidestar, Kenexa’s CompAnalyst Market Data, and in
addition to data from non-profit, for-profit, UUA congregations (from the salary
recommendations published by the Office of Church Staff Finances), the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and from data gleaned from or provided by other religious institutions.
At least 25 UUA positions in a broad occupational range were benchmarked. Ranges
within grades are broad enough to account for geographic differences in compensation.
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Supporting Data:
Salary ranges for all UUA pay grades were last reviewed on July 1, 2011; no changes
were necessary to the ranges set on July 1, 2010 due to slowly-recovering U.S. economic
conditions and slightly decreased cost of living indicators.
The overwhelming majority of UUA staff—99.5%—are above the minimum of the range
for their pay grade. The single exception is a member of the field staff co-employed with
a District and whose employment ends on June 30, 2012; we are working with the
District to raise that salary to the grade baseline for July 1, 2012. Note that,
notwithstanding this exception, 100% of regular Association staff is paid above the
minimum baseline of the salary range for each grade.
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.3.: [T]he President shall not: Provide less than a living wage to all employees.
Operational Definition: Salaries and compensation for regular Association employees
should not fall below established position pay grades, which will be reviewed annually,
and updated if necessary to reflect broader economic changes and data gathered from
salary surveys for comparable work. Furthermore, each regular employee of the
Association shall earn an hourly wage of no less than the calculated “Living Wage” based
on data for one adult in their city of employment.
The UUA President’s initial salary is set by the Board of Trustees.
Rationale: Salary ranges indicating market conditions were reviewed and updated
July 1, 2010 (and reviewed again with no changes on July 1, 2011) based on data from a
variety of sources, including non-profit, for-profit, UUA congregations (from the salary
recommendations published by the Office of Church Staff Finances), and data gleaned
from other religious institutions.
To set the Living Wage, the UUA uses the “Living Wage Calculator” of The
Pennsylvania State University, which is based on the Urban Consumer Price Index
(CPI-U) and other pertinent data. Since all of the UUA staff whose pay rates near the
Living Wage are based in Boston, we also benchmark with the Living Wage set by the
Boston City Council under the Living Wage Ordinance. Note that the Living Wage set by
the City of Boston—currently $13.10 per hour—is established for a family of four.
Supporting Data:
99.5% of regular Association staff is paid at least at the minimum of the salary range for
each grade. The single exception is a member of the field staff co-employed with a
District and whose employment ends on June 30, 2012; we are working with the District
to raise that salary to the grade baseline for July 1, 2012. Note that, notwithstanding this
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exception, 100% of regular Association staff is paid above the minimum baseline of the
salary range for each grade.
100% of regular Association staff is paid at or above the Living Wage. 100% of Bostonbased staff is paid at or above the Living Wage set by the Boston City Council in the
Living Wage Ordinance.
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.4.A.: [T]he President shall not: Change benefits so as to cause imprudent or
inequitable situations, including those that: Incur unfunded liabilities.
Operational Definition: The creation of benefits programs or plans shall not create
future debt obligations for the Association for which the costs and payment of benefits
have not been budgeted and/or accrued previously.
Rationale: The UUA currently offers a number of benefits that create future financial
liability for the Association, including the UUA Health Plan, the retiree health plan, the
paid vacation plan, and the sabbatical provisions for the President and the Executive Vice
President. In no case will the Association permit benefits plans to go unfunded in current
or future fiscal years. Liabilities will be carried in appropriate lines in the UUA Budget
for the retiree health plan, the paid vacation plan and for the sabbatical provisions for the
President and the Executive Vice President; or, in the financial statements in the case of
the UUA Health Plan.
The UUA Health Plan records a liability each year for incurred but not reported claims
(IBNR). The Plan uses an actuary (Milliman, Inc.) to calculate the IBNR liability, and the
actuary incorporates management lag reports and other historical information to estimate
the amount of claims incurred, but not reported.
The paid vacation plan is funded and budgeted each year per GAAP as determined by the
UUA’s Finance office.
The sabbatical provisions for the President and Executive Vice President are funded and
budgeted each year per vote of the UUA Board of Trustees (January 26, 1985 and
January 18, 2004).
Medical insurance for retirees of the Association’s national staff (per policy dated
July 1, 2002, Employee Manual) is funded and budgeted per FAS 106 guidelines
(Financial Accounting Standards Board statement 106, “Employers' Accounting for
Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions”) as determined each year by Deloitte
Consulting LLP.
Note that the UUA Organizations Retirement Plan—as a defined contribution plan—
creates no unfunded liability for the UUA now or in the future.
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Supporting Data:
The most recent audit of the UUA Health Plan by McGladrey & Pullen LLP states,
“Based on our audit procedures, the method used to estimate the IBNR liability appears
reasonable at June 30, 2011.” The IBNR amount reported on June 30, 2011 is $828,000.
Medical insurance for retirees is funded and budgeted in FY 2012 for $111,000 (account
10-51512-630 in the Human Resources lines of the UUA Budget).
Vacation Accrual is funded and budgeted in FY 2012 for $40,000 (account 10-51511-630
in the Human Resources lines of the UUA Budget).
The sabbatical provisions for the President and the Executive Vice President are accrued
for future payment. The President’s sabbatical is funded and budgeted in FY 2012 for
$41,821 (account 10-51510-630). The President’s sabbatical will be budgeted and
accrued over the remaining fiscal years of his term. The Executive Vice President’s is
funded and budgeted for FY 2012 for $9,109 (account 10-51513-630).
The UUA, therefore, has no unfunded benefits liabilities.
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.4.B.: [T]he President shall not: Change benefits so as to cause imprudent or
inequitable situations, including those that: Provide less than a reasonable level of
benefits to all employees.
Operational Definition: To provide a reasonable level of fairness to all employees, in
addition to allowing participation by all regular full-time staff in the benefits plans,
regular part-time staff will also be eligible for participation, pro-rated as appropriate.
Where rules allow, eligibility will be set at 20 hours per week (1000 hours per year for
the UUA Organizations Retirement Plan) for regular employees.
Benefits offerings will be benchmarked and reviewed annually against market data
gathered from benefits surveys for comparable work and organizations.
Rationale: Benchmarks from the 2011 Kaiser Family Foundation Survey indicate that
organizations of 200 or more employees set benefits eligibility to allow for a 78%
eligibility rate, permitting participation by some, but not all, part-time staff. The UUA, in
setting our eligibility at 20 hours per week for staff, exceeds the national benchmark by
allowing for eligibility for 97% of our staff (both regular and temporary).
The UUA’s extensive benefits offerings are benchmarked against market data gathered
from regional and national surveys, including the Massachusetts Nonprofit Employee
Benefits Survey, the Kaiser Family Foundation Survey, and the Society for Human
Resources Management Employee Benefits Survey. Surveys suggest that the majority of
similarly-situated organizations will offer in terms of major benefits: defined contribution
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retirement plan (93% nationwide and in Massachusetts); health insurance (60%
nationally; nearly 100% in Massachusetts); dental insurance (94% both nationally and in
Massachusetts); life insurance (85% nationally; 93% in Massachusetts); long-term
disability insurance (76% nationally; 88% in Massachusetts); flexible spending accounts
(73% nationally; 80% in Massachusetts); and, an employee assistance program (75%
nationally; 79% in Massachusetts). Nearly all organizations provide for paid time off,
including a combination of vacation, sick, and holiday time (84% nationally; 100% in
Massachusetts).*
*Statistics are approximate and vary somewhat by study.
Some benefits are required by statute, such as FICA, Worker’s Compensation insurance
and unemployment insurance (in Oregon).
Supporting Data:
97% of UUA staff are eligible for participation in our benefits plans. Currently, 100% of
regular staff are eligible for our benefits plans.
The UUA offers to all eligible staff a defined contribution retirement plan (the UUA
Organizations Retirement Plan), health insurance through the UUA Health Plan, dental
insurance through MetLife, life and long-term disability insurances through Unum,
flexible spending accounts for healthcare and dependent care through ADP, and an
employee assistance program through EAP Systems. All eligible staff have access to
vacation, sick, holiday and sabbatical time plans.
The UUA provides to all benefits as required by statute. Worker’s Compensation is
provided through Church Mutual.
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.4.C.: [T]he President shall not: Change benefits so as to cause imprudent or
inequitable situations, including those that: Allow any employee to lose benefits already
promised.
Operational Definition: The UUA does not promise or accrue benefits with few
exceptions, including Vacation Time and the retiree medical insurance plan.
Unused, but accrued Vacation Time will be paid to terminating employees upon
separation of employment (payout = hourly rate × hours unused).
Medical insurance for retirees of the Association (per policy dated July 1, 2002,
Employee Manual) who meet eligibility requirements will be provided with subsidized
medical insurance per plan guidelines.
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Staff hired after April 1, 2002 have no promise of medical insurance coverage upon
retirement, other than that required by federal and state regulation, nor do they have any
other promise of other insurances or benefits post-retirement.
Rationale: Per statute, if Vacation Time remains unused at termination, it is paid to the
departing employee in the final paycheck.
FAS 106 guidelines require accounting for the cost of future retiree health insurance
benefits.
So as not to create an expectation of future benefits, the Employee Manual and benefits
summaries include the statement, “the UUA reserves the right to modify, amend, or
terminate any benefit or its associated cost to current staff or retirees at any time for any
reason.”
Supporting Data:
All retirees who are eligible for the retiree health insurance plan are enrolled in either the
UUA Health Plan or the Tufts Medicare Supplement Plan for which they receive subsidy;
or, they are reimbursed quarterly for their Medicare Supplement plans per plan
guidelines.
All staff who have terminated employment with the Association have been paid out for
unused, accrued vacation time in their last paycheck since July 1, 2007.
Therefore, I report compliance.
Policy 2.4.4.D.: [T]he President shall not: Change benefits so as to cause imprudent or
inequitable situations, including those that: Differentiate among classes of employees.
Operational Definition: All eligible employees (regular employees working 20 or more
hours per week) will be offered enrollment in all of the UUA’s benefit plans; we offer
enrollment in the UU Organizations Retirement Plan for all regular employees who are
18 years of age or older working 1000 or more hours per year with at least one year
service (per plan documents). The UUA will allow participation in and pay the same
percentage premium or make the same retirement plan contribution for all enrolled,
eligible staff without regard to race, color, disability, gender or gender identity, affection
or sexual orientation, age (except where prohibited under Plan rules), national origin,
grade, or full- or part-time status (except where prohibited under Plan rules).
Rationale: The plan documents for the UUA Health Plan, the Dental Plan, the Life and
Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance Plans, and the Flexible Benefits Plans
permit enrollment at 20 hours per week for regular UUA employees. By contract, the
Employee Assistance Plan is open to all UUA staff, regardless of regular or part-time
status.
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A retirement plan is provided to eligible staff through the UUA Organizations Retirement
Plan, an IRS qualified 401(a) retirement plan. The current recordkeeper is TIAA-CREF.
Eligibility in the UUA Organizations Retirement Plan is specified in the Plan Documents
of the Unitarian Universalist Organizations Retirement Plan, amended and restated
January 1, 2000.
Supporting Data:
100% of UUA staff meet with Human Resources upon hire. During this in-person or
virtual meeting, staff are given instructions and provided with paperwork for enrollment
in the benefits plans. We require the return of forms accepting or declining benefits from
100% of staff and keep them on file with the employee’s Personnel File.
The UUA pays 80% of the premium for 100% of eligible employees enrolled in the UUA
Health Plan; no distinction is made to class of employee. The UUA pays 100% of the
premium for the Life and Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance Plan; no
distinction is made to class of employee. The UUA pays 100% of the cost of the
Employee Assistance Program; no distinction is made to class of employee.
The Dental Plan and the Flexible Benefits Plan are 100% employee paid for all classes of
employee.
The UUA currently makes an 11% contribution based on wages (as defined by the Plan)
to each enrolled employee’s TIAA-CREF account. UUA contributions are calculated
semi-monthly and submitted by wire to TIAA-CREF by the UUA Finance office within
timeframes proscribed by the IRS.
There are currently 184 employees eligible for the Retirement Plan. 180 of these
employees have enrolled in the Plan. The four unenrolled employees have received more
than one written communication with instructions on enrolling; these four employees are
also newly eligible for the Plan.
100% of enrolled staff (179 of 179) in the Retirement Plan receive the full 11%
contribution semi-monthly within the proscribed IRS timeframes with no distinction
made by class of employee.
Therefore, I report compliance.

